Abstract-This paper presents a nonblocking routing algorithm for Beneš networks. Such networks are of potential interest in implementing large scale optical cross-connects, but their complex routing algorithm limits their applications. We use a simple approach to determine the routing tags for a conflict free routing. Available methods proposed in the literature use computationally complex solutions to determine the routing tags. We propose a new approach for determining the paths through the network for all the requests coming to the inputs of the switch for unicast routing. Each switching stage has been represented by a set of sub-matrices and hence a conflict free routing is found. The correctness of the generated routing tags have been validated with mathematical method as well as with a simulator that can validate the correctness of the routing tags. This algorithm requires less complex practical implementation than the looping algorithm, making it viable for use in cross connect systems.
I. Introduction
Large scale computing strategy is the need for todays communication networks. Large scale VLSI (Very Large Scale Integration) implementation made parallel/distributed processing possible. For large systems, building the interconnection networks for processor-processor or processor-memory communication is of main concern. Flexibility and optimum cost along with faster communication is the greatest challenge in choosing an interconnection network. One network that emerged from Clos family [7] of networks with 2 × 2 switching elements and N/2 switching elements at each stage is the Beneš network [6] , which can provide all the required characteristic needed for a parallel/distributed systems. The Beneš networks are a very well know nonblocking multistage interconnection networks [1] , [3] . The Beneš networks are rearrangeably nonblocking networks [5] , which means, paths of blocked calls are established by rerouting established calls through different paths. The Beneš network has N = 2 n inputs and outputs and comprises (2n − 1) stages of 2 × 2 switch elements. This network is a permutation network [6] because it can realize all N! possible patterns of input-output requests. Fig 1 shows a 16 × 16 Beneš Network. The Major focus of recent communication researches in electrical or optical domain is to increase the throughput of each switching ports rather than increasing number of ports. Increasing the port capacity after a certain boundary will introduce cross talk to the system [4] . In this paper we focus on Beneš network where to increase the capacity of the switch means increasing number of ports rather than port capacity.
A. Related Works
The Beneš network is a long established method for establishing connections in connecting networks. Beneš networks found their use in shared memory multiprocessor systems [15] , [1] , telecommunication networks, TDMA systems [14] . It has been used as a permutation network in the middle of the switch fabric for routing packets from input queues to output. Researchers have given various routing algorithms for Beneš networks. In this section we will provide a general overview of the Beneš network routing algorithms from the literature. Along with others, Waksman [12] proposed a recursive algorithm for setting the switching element state in the Beneš network for uni-processor system. He showed that Beneš network is the shortest depth 2×2 rearrangeable network. The algorithm proposed by Opferman and Tsao-Wu [22] , called the looping algorithm, works from the outer stage towards the center stage. It works by dividing the entire network into smaller networks and recursively setting paths in the smaller networks, there by setting the complete path. Later Andreson [23] provided an extended version of the looping algorithm for base 2 t networks. Nassimi and Sahni [16] , [20] proposed a parallel self-routing method for a particular class of permutations. Nassimi and Sahni [21] proposed there way to implement Waksman's [12] approach in a parallel processing mode. To reduce the switch setting time in Beneš networks, Feng and Seo [9] , [10] proposed Inside-out routing method. In this method they developed a new way to set up connecting paths for input/output request starting from the middle stage to the outward direction. Kim [13] showed that Inside-out routing method needs backtracking and even after back tracking its not fully blocking free. Lee [8] , [11] , proposed a non-recursive algorithm, where she divided the network in two parts: N S1 and N S2. Her algorithm works on a single stage of the network from left to right. Method proposed by Ç am [17] , uses the concept of Balanced matrix [18] and 2-colouring to generate the routing tags for the input/output requests. His proposed method is efficient provide that the PRAM (Parallel Random Access Machine) architecture [19] is used to implement the method. But there are still concerns surrounding the implementation of PRAM architecture for any practical system.
B. Our Contribution
All the above methods cited in the related work section used methods that are computationally complex. In this paper we proposed a matrix based routing method to determine the routing tags. Rather than using collection of mathematical tools to generate the tags, we just start with assigning values in the target cells of a sub-matrix. The algorithm starts by setting a switching element in to straight through position at stage 0 for any one of its input for a particular output request. The algorithm continues this process for all the switching elements in that stage until we encounter any conflict of values in the cells. For any conflict, we change the switching elements setting by identifying cells sub-matrix. The algorithm then proceed to the next stage and continue setting up the switching element in that stage. This paper is organized as follows, Section II gives the terminologies and notation used in this paper. Section III gives description of the proposed method followed by Section IV which explains the implementation part of the algorithm. Section V is the results accumulated from the implemented simulated followed by time analysis in Section VI. Future work is Section VII followed by conclusion in Section VIII.
II. Preliminaries
This section provides notation used throughout the paper. DEFINITION 1. (Input Permutation, P ) The input permutation is a connection between input and output ports. In this paper, we will consider the mapping of an input to an output port as an element of a permutation. Let us assume that
DEFINITION 2. (Switching Element, SE)
Switching elements is the basic building block of a switching network. In a Beneš networks total number of switching elements are (2logN −1)×N/2. With a matrix notation a switching element can be identified with its position in the switch with a notation In case of a scenario where a sub-matrix end up having more than one 0 s or 1 s in the same row or column, in this paper we call this as a blocking state for the sub-matrix. DEFINITION 5. (Balanced State) One common characteristic of Beneš networks is that the binary column vectors of input matrix at each stage of the network is balanced if the routing is blocking free, even though the sequence of elements can't have any order between them. Beneš network has two parts in the network, one follows distributed routing and the other is bit-controlled. One feature of this is that column matrices of each part create two different balanced matrices but concatenation of these two balanced matrices are not balanced. These two different balanced matrices creates a balanced state in the network, which is a condition of a conflict free routing. If C i , where 0 ≤ i ≤ (logN − 2), are column vectors for the distributed part of the Beneš network then for a conflict free routing each C i has to be balanced as well as the matrix created from the concatenation of C i s.
For example, If C 0 and C 1 are two binary column vectors which are given by,
. . .
If C 0 and C 1 are individually balanced then concatenation of C 0 and C 1 has to be balance for routing tags to be conflict free.
III. Proposed Method for Routing in Beneš Networks
In this section, we describe our method in two phases.
A. Phase 1(Setting the Switching Elements)
Input: Input Permutation P 0:(N −1) . Output: Routing tags for stage i, 0 ≤ i ≤ (logN − 2) . Step 1: Create 2 i sub-matrices where 0 ≤ i ≤ (logN − 2) and i identifies the stages of the network.
Step 2: At stage i where 0 ≤ i ≤ (logN − 2), index the rows of sub-matrices from 0 to N/2 sequentially. Create row sized columns for each sub-matrices. Each row takes values for two inputs for the same switching element (SE) at the input stage and each column identifies requested switching element port for specific inputs.
Step 3: At state 0, start with input 0, identify the requested output switching element. In the row of input port put a 0 at the column for requested switching element. For input 1, put a 1 at the same row but in the column that points to the requested output switching element.
Step 4: Continue Step 3 for remaining input/output requests of the permutation. For each row and column only one 0 and 1 can be used. Fig 2 shows the sub-matrices format for a 16×16 Beneš network. In case of a situation with multiple 0 s or 1 s the sub-matrix enters in to a a blocking state. To break the blocking state goto phase 2.
B. Phase 2 (Rearrangements Inside Sub-matrices)
Input: Blocking State in a sub-matrix. Output: Rearrangement of 0 s and 1 s to unblock a blocked request.
Step 1: In the blocked row, rearrange the values between cells in that row.
Step 2: In case of any new blocking introduced because of last rearrange, change the value of the column other than the one affected by the rearrange . If there is no blocking, then the request is unblocked, goto P hase 1 to set switching elements for remaining requests else goto step 1.
C. Example
Let N = 16 and a random permutation P (0:15) = ( 5 14 11 12 9 2 8 1 13 6 0 10 3 4 15 7 ). Since the switch size is 16 × 16, number of sub-matrices for stage 0 is one with a size of 8 × 8. Similarly for stage 1 its two with size 4 × 4 and for stage 2 its four having size 2 × 2. According to the given permutation, input 0 corresponding to the input switching element 0 goes to output 5 which is in output stage switching element 2. Put a 0 at the [0, 2] position on the submatrix for stage 0. Similarly for input 1 requested output is 14 which corresponds to output switching element 7. Since we can only use 0 or 1 once in a single row or column and we already used 0 at position [0, 2], so put a 1 at position [0, 7] . Continue the above process for remaining request in permutation till we reach at row 5, which corresponds to input 10 and 11. Requests for these two inputs are 0 and 10 respectively. Since in row 3 we have a 0 at position [3, 0], we put a 0 at position [5, 0] and a 1 at position [5, 5] . As a result of using 1 at position [5, 5] , the sub-matrix enters into For remaining of the distributed part continue the above process to generate the routing tags. Fig 3 shows the status of the sub-matrices after execution of phase 1 and 2 of the proposed algorithm.
IV. Procedures and Implementation
This section describes the pseudocodes used to implement the method proposed in section 3. Algorithm 1 describes the switching elements setting when there is no conflict inside any of the sub-matrices. In case of any conflict Algorithm 1 calls Algorithm 2.
In Algorithm 1, among the two for loops first one is for each input switching elements, and the second one is for assigning vales 0 or 1 in each row and column. Variable K becomes N U LL when the target row and column has no cell which has a value of 0 or 1. Variables I i and O ij indicates the target row and column respectively.
Step 7 of the procedure assigns values in the target cell and in case of a blocking state in the sub-matrix, Algorithm1 calls Algorithm 2. In Procedure 2 we start with blocked row identified as K and implement the interchange process to unblock a blocked call. Line 2 checks for multiple 0 s and line 3 replaces one with a 1. Line 12 and 13 executes the same functionality for multiple 1. After replacing multiple values in a row, next step is to execute functions to replace multiple entries in a column. This process for j ← 0 to 1 do
if K = N U LL then 5:
end if 7:
end for 9: end for continues until all the blocking states have been removed. We implemented our simulator following the above procedures. The results presented in next section are based on the outcome of simulator for various size of networks with full load traffic.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
This section will provide the results that have been extracted from the simulator. At first we will discuss about the generated routing tags from this method and also test its validity with mathematical prove as well as with simulator. The output of the second simulator will be tested with the original input permutation to test the validity of the routing tags. This will prove that our proposed method can determine conflict free paths for each and every input/output requests.
A. Routing Tags and its Validity
For a 16 × 16 network we generated routing tags using our simulator for randomly generated permutations.
Among them a permutation is (K´, C) ← 0 6:
goto 4, else request is unblocked 11: else find column C, where (K, C) = 1 12:
(K´, C) = 1 15: in C´, search (K, C´) = 1
16:
(K, C´) = 0 17:
goto 12, else request is unblocked 19: end if 9 2 5 15 10 7 8 13 0 6 3 11 12 4 14 ). Matrix C T shows generated routing tags for the given permutation, three column vectors C 0 , C 1 and C 2 are taken from matrix C T .As it can be seen that all the column vectors are balanced. The concatenated matrix C is made of concatenating vectors C 0 ,C 1 and C 2 . It is clear that matrix C is a balanced matrix. It can be proved that the concatenated matrix C with (logN − 1) columns will always be balanced. Each columns of C has the elements taken from all the sub-matrices created for the network. Since there can not be any reparations of 1 s or 0 s in same row or column so each column vector will be balanced.
As a result concatenation of (logN − 1) balanced column vectors will give a N ×(logN −1) balanced matrix. The binary output matrix C O is itself a balance matrix since it a one-toone request permutation. So combination of C •C O = C T will create a balanced state in the network which is the condition for a conflict free routing, even though the combined matrix is not balanced.The sign (•) indicates a concatenation.To further confirm our statement, the generated routing tags are tested in a simulator. This simulator takes the generated routing tags as inputs, generate the status matrix which is the status of the switching elements in an N × N switch. We then generate the input permutation from this status matrix. Fig 4 shows the generated routing tags, status matrix and input permutation for a 16 × 16 network. The generated input permutation matches with the reference permutation.
VI. TIME ANALYSIS
Our proposed method has a setup time of O(N logN ) for a uni-processor system, which is similar to the looping algorithm. One major consideration with the looping algorithm is the real system implementation. It is quite difficult to build a system that can keep track of internal permutation which is required at each stages and each subnetworks of the network. The circuit complexities may be too high for looping to be a practical choice. But with our proposed method less complex circuitry would be able to generate the routing tags for the network. So even though both the methods have equal setup time complexity, our method would be more useful for practical implementation.
VII. FUTURE WORK
We believe that the proposed method opens few future opportunities to be explored. Among them the first would be to map this method for various available parallel machine architecture and compare the timing factors with existing methods. One other investigation could be to look at the prospect of rearranging chains without breaking the input/output communication paths. Establishing a new chain without breaking the connection is still a major concerns for rearrangeable networks. With necessary modification we might be able to determine needed mechanism for establishing a chain without breaking existing circuit. 0000001  1001001  0100010  1100101  0011111  1111010  1010111  0111000  0101101  1000000  0010110  1110011  0001011  1011100  0110100 1101110 000  100  010  110  001  111  101  011  010  100  001  111  000  101  011 110 
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a routing algorithm that uses a simple method to determine conflict free paths for input/output requests in Beneš Networks. We proved the validity of the generated routing tags both mathematically as well as with simulator results. This method has the same time complexity as the looping algorithm but our method is less complex to implement. It sets switching elements stage by stage which means there is no need to broadcast switching elements setting to every stage. It thus constitutes a viable method to implement large scale optical cross connect as it will be needed in tomorrows Internet.
